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than U.S. Treasury debt instruments of comparable maturity.
However, that advantage appears to be diminishing . For example, high quality commercial paper has· recently sold at rates
below Farm Credit banks' discount notes. Thus., the Farm
Credit institutions have and will continue to experience heightened competition from commercial banks as the diffe~ential in
- - by Marvin R. Duncan
loanable funds costs diminishes.
The second change is the loss of the unique character of
Agricultural credit markets have received a great deal of
agricultural lending. This stems from lenders selecting market
niches into which they will concentrate their lending efforts.
attention in recent years-from lenders , borrowers , legislators,
and regulators. The widely reported problems of the Farm
For example, large scale commercial farmers represent one
Credit institutions and financially distressed farms were the
such niche and part-time farmers another.
As this way of looking at agricultural credit markets has
genesis of three major pieces of farm credit legislation within
developed and as farming has grown more business -like ,
the last three years . Concurrently, the country witnessed the
highest number of rural commercial bank failures since the
lenders have discovered that a commercial farm loan requires
analysis and servicing similar to a loan to a manufacturer or
Great Depression.
With an easing of financial stress, both for borrowers and
other large business firm. Moreover, the loan can often best be
lende rs, many are breathing a sigh of relief and looking forhandled by someone in the commercial lending area of the
ward to a period of renewed stability. They are, however, misbank, perhaps aided by some limited agricultural knowledge.
taken . Agricultural credit markets and delivThis is, of course , very different from a
decade ago when an agricultural officer with
e ry systems are undergoing fundamental
changes. The sum total of these changes
some limited commercial lending back•
Prospective changes
seems likely to be more fundamental and
ground would have handled the loan. By the
in the agricultural credit
far-reaching than anything seen in the past
same argument, small farmers and rural resi markets are even more far50 years.
dents are seen to have credit needs more
reaching than the changes
closely resembling small non -farm businessof the past 50 years. Both
es and consumers.
lenders and borrowers will
Changes Will Make A Difference
be challenged. Those who
Whether this categorizing of agricultural
are financially strong, nimlending proves more effective than dealing
The first change is that financial markets
ble in seizing new opportuwith agricultural borrowers as a group may
h a ue g rown more effici ent and hau e
nities, and effective in
still be arguable . But to most lenders, the
becom e integra ted both na tionally and
business will prosper. Othconcepts of selecting market niches on
internationally. In the United States, banks
ers will experience signifiwhich to focus marketing efforts and of using
and thrift institutions currently purchase
cant difficulties.
general banking loan officers to handle the
most of their loanable funds at interest rates
credit appears to be well accepted .
that reflect national financial market pricing.
These market segmentation strategies
Moreover, investors have a wide range of
pose a challenge to rural banks and to Farm Credit institutions
options and interest rates from which to choose when deciding
as other lenders bid away profitable segments of their tradition where to put their money. This means that the costs of funds·
al customer base. Alternatively, rural banks and the Farm
for rural banks and interest rates to borrowers closely reflect
Credit institutions may be able to provide better service to a
national financial market conditions.
broader range of customers than the larger banks-especially
Funds now readily flow across international boundaries from
if they also employ a modified market niching approach.
one money market to another. As financial markets have
The third change is the breaking down of the barriers sepabecome more integrated, they have tended to become more
rating banks and Farm Credit institutions from other business
liquid. Opportunities for above average rates of return tend to
firms. This change could be even more wrenching than the first
be short-lived as investors quickly search them out. Thus ,
two changes. Across the United States, agribusiness supply
markets have become more efficient.
and marketing firms, including regional farm cooperatives, are
These developments have practical significance to farmers
evaluating the benefits of getting into the financing of agricul and to rural lenders. Financial market integration has led to
tural
production and processing.
broader and more stable access to credit. However, interest
Indeed, some large firms such as John Deere and Company,
rates in rural markets and standards for credit quality now
Cargill , and ConAgra already have a substantial beachhead in
more closely reflect national market rates and industry-wide
agricultural lending. For those firms, the issue may be whether
standards. Farmers have sometimes been dismayed with these
they can profitably lend money to farmers for a broader range
changes. In the "good old days" they were often able to borrow
of purposes than they currently do. For other agribusiness
from a rural bank or Farm Credit institution at below money
firms, often facing a stable market for their primary product
market rates , with soft underwriting standards, especially durline and with excess capacity in their sales and delivery sysing periods of monetary restraint by the Federal Reserve.
tem, agricultural lending may appear as an attractive new profIncreased competition in the financial marketplace has erodit center. Moreover, for them, credit could be a valuable link
ed some of the advantage that the Farm Credit institutions
between their traditional customer base and their other product
previously had over other rural lenders. The Far.m Credit
lines.
banks raise their loanable funds by selling securities in the
Abetting this new competition is the secondary market in
agency market at interest rates of 15-50 basis points more
farm real estate mortgages that was made possible by the
establishment of the Federal Agricultural Mortgage CorporaMaruin R. Duncan is Member,
tion-Farmer Mac. Farmer Mac will make it easier for banks
Farm Credit Administration Bbard.
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markets is a prelude to further changes on tap for agricultural
lenders and their borrowers. On balance, these changes will
continue to make agricultural credit markets more efficient.
To succeed in the new environment, lenders must become
financially and managerially more resilient and more nimble in
identifying and utilizing opportunity. Borrowers also will be
challenged to seize opportunities and become better managers. For those who are up to the challenges, the future of
agricultural finance is promising; for those who are not, it is
bleak. Nonetheless, the changes are upon us.

and thrift institutions to invade the Farm Credit institutions'
near monopoly in farm real estate lending by enabling lenders
to sell real estate loans, thereby limiting their interest and credit risk. However, a host of other agribusiness firms could also
enter farm real estate lending.
If financial markets accept Farmer Mac, other secondary
market transactions could soon develop outside of Farmer
Mac in short-term equipment loans-or possibly production
loans-attracting new competition into a currently shrinking
market for agricultural credit. Rural banks and Farm Credit
institutions would come under increasing pressure to be innovative and more cost effective, and to offer competing products, such as point of sale financing and credit card-type borrowing lines, to farmers
at agricultural supply
firms.
A fourth change is
lower profit margins, a
natural consequence
of increased competition. Agricultural lend-

ers are learning what
commercial bank lenders have known for
some years. The lending business is no
longer as profitable as
it once was. Interest
rate margins have narrowed. Thus, lenders
are increasingly looking
to fee and service income to augment earnings from lending and
to provide other more
profitable financial services.
Indeed, as farmers
grow larger and more
sophisticated, they also
will be asking for a
broader range of financial services from their
lenders. These will include broader insurance and real estate
services, as well as a
range of investment
banking
services.
Whether rural bankers
and the Farm Credit
institutions will obtain
broader statutory authority themselves , or
serve as a conduit
through which other
firms provide these services ' to
farmers
remains to be seen.
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The first and only
comprehensive resource ...
a compact 400-page
encyclopedia of policies,
policy makers,
departments, agencies
and organizations that
develop and carry out u.s.
agricultural policy.

To order; please contact:

WORLD PERSPECTIVES POLICY GUIDES

900 17th Street. N.W.-Suite 508
Washington. D.C. 20006 U.S.A.
202/785-3345 Telex 89490 WPINEWS
FAX 202/659-6891

u.s.

AGRICULTURAL
POLICY GUIDE
by World Perspectives, Inc.
• It's a first! A new and comprehensive reference guide to U.S. agricultural policy and policy-makers. And now your own 1988 copy at a
special price: just $65.00.
• This 1988 edition has clear. up-to-the-minute
detailed analyses of the policy process. policymakers. key committees and lobbyists. as well
as the relationship between Congress. the
Adminstration. and the private sector. There's
also an easy reference glossary of terms.
• Included is an agricultural program guide with
detailed descriptions of domestic and export
commodity programs.This is more than a directory. It is a compendium of U.S. agricultural
policies and programs. complete with the
individuals who shape their direction and
implementation.
• Order now to receive your new 1988 edition.
This guide is an unequalled resource available
at a limited introductory price. Volume discounts and customizing are also available.
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